
ICE Passes TOTAL QA Audit with Flying Colours 

The International Contract Engineering (ICE) Group is one of Europe’s largest independent ship design and marine engineering consul-
tancies, with an annual capacity of more than ½ million professional engineering man-hours.  Headquartered in the Isle of Man, the Group 
has been in business more than 40 years. It offers a full range of high caliber, cost-effective engineering and design services, either in its 
own design offices in Romania or at clients' sites. 
The ICE Group is today engaged with projects for the offshore oil & gas industry and with design of commercial, naval and coast guard 
ships.  ICE undertakes the full design scope from conceptual design through class drawings, detail design and production information and 
also advises clients on build strategy, project management, shipyard layout and productivity.
The Group’s experience includes design for new construction and conversion of a wide range of vessels including tankers, bulk carriers, 
passenger cruise vessels, ro-ro ferries, naval patrol vessels, frigates, corvettes, jack-up drilling rigs, LNG and LPG gas carriers, semi-
submersible drilling rigs, offshore service vessels, FSOs, FPSOs, research vessels and fixed offshore production platforms.  
Clients include leading shipyards, ship owners and offshore industry contractors throughout Europe as well as in Brazil, Canada, China, 
India, the Middle East, Singapore and the US.

The Most Successful SMM Yet 
Last month, ICE again exhibited at the biennial SMM International Trade Fair in 
Hamburg, Germany. 

The 25th SMM once again proved it truly is the leading trade event of the world’s 
maritime industry: with 2,100 exhibitors presenting products and services and more 
than 50,000 trade visitors from all parts of the world.

ICE’s delegation was pleased with the new business contacts that were made and 
the established relationships that were renewed during the week-long event.

 

In early October a quality assurance team representing 
TOTAL, KNOT Management AS and Knutsen OAS Shipping 
AS conducted an ISO-9001 audit in connection with the ongo-
ing Martin Linge FSO conversion project. Martin Linge is an 
offshore oil field on the Norwegian Continental Shelf operated 
by a subsidiary of the French oil company TOTAL. 

ICE has been contracted by KNOT for the provision of project 
management and engineering of all the marine side of the 
conversion, and has also responsibility for interface with DNV 
and other design contractors. 

The audit was carried out in the following areas:
• Quality Management Systems (QMS)
• Interface between ICE and KNOT
• Past references
• Workload & Project Control 
The processes in both Engineering and Project Management were found to be of the 
highest standard. The auditors were very pleased with ICE’s systems and procedures 
and concluded that ICE is fully in compliance with TOTAL requirements and is  recom-
mended to carry out future engineering activities.

The ICE stand is shown here with: Steinar Draegebo, ICE Group 
Chairman and Nicu Crapcenco, ICE Group Business Development 
Director.
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ICE at Dubai Trade Show
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From Our Project Portfolio
Offshore Patrol Vessel (OPV)

Scope of Work: Part of Basic Design, full Detail Design 
including 3-D modelling for Hull and Outfitting for the 
complete ship, technical assistance on-site;
Year: 2007 -09
Client: VT Shipbuilding, UK 
Main contractor at time of commissioning: BVT Surface 
Fleet – now part of BAE Systems
Owner: Brazilian Navy

ICE will be exhibiting for the second time at the Seatrade Middle East 
Maritime (SMEM) trade show in Dubai in November. This exhibition is 
considered the region's leading event for the maritime industries. 

ICE has been engaged as designer of several projects in the UAE, 
including for several FPSO conversions, wind turbine installation 
vessels, and jack-up drilling rigs and has ongoing contracts with clients in the area.

We look forward to seeing clients and friends at our stand no. G13, Hall 5 - inside the Romanian pavilion - during 
27-29 November 2012.

GSP awards ICE Jack-up Drilling Rig Design Contract
Romanian offshore construction and naval contractor Grup 
Servicii Petroliere Shipyard (GSPS) has awarded ICE a 
contract in connection with conversion and upgrading work of 
GSP Fortuna (ex. G.H. Galloway), a Friede & Goldman design 
jack-up drilling rig built in 1984 that entered GSP’s drilling fleet 
in August 2011. 

The GSP Fortuna is an ABS class three legged cantilever 
jack-up rig designed for a maximum drilling depth of 25.000 ft 
and a maximum water depth of 300 ft.

ABS Drill Ship Course at ICE
In October, approximately 50 ICE employees 
participated in an intensive 4-day drill ship 
course provided by the ABS Academy. The 
training course was specially designed to 
ensure the participants would have updated 
knowledge of the newest classification 
requirements for key engineering systems 
encountered in drill ships and other floating 
offshore units. The course focused on 
systems and components and their certifica-
tion requirements under ABS rules, statutory 
requirements and industry standards. The 
background of the course is ICE’s recent 
multi-year contracts to design a series of 
deep water drill ships to ABS Class.

Pictured here is the ABS instructor with the trainees in Icepronav’s 
modern conference and training centre in Galati.
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